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To my outrageous family and friends, thank you 
for all you do and who you are. To my clients, to 
the wonderful professionals who attend my pro-
grams, and to those who read the words in this 
book, be courageous and seek those outrageous 
outcomes.

You deserve to get what you really want.
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1

Introduction

Ask Outrageously!

Can you keep a secret?
If you don’t have what you really want in your life right now, you 
probably haven’t asked or you are settling for less than what is 
available. 

Want to know more? 
The number of opportunities you miss concerns me. From my 
experience and research, I know you overlook possibilities well 
within your reach. When you make requests, you overprepare 
and focus on areas that don’t get results or a yes. Despite your 
preparation, experience, and ability, you ignore what matters 
most. 

Want proof ? 
Examine the recent research. More than a thousand people 
(1,163 to be accurate) from a wide variety of professions par-
ticipated in our Ask Outrageously Study. They revealed what 
prevents them from asking for what they want and the areas 
in which they weren’t effective when asking. Their responses 
uncovered major flaws in what we request and how we ask. The 
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data spotlighted big misunderstandings about why people say 
no. One reason I wanted to write this book was to break these 
misperceptions and shed light on why your efforts don’t work. I 
also wanted to let you know that you are not alone. According to 
our study, 80 percent of us say that we could enhance our results 
by improving how we ask. The remaining 20 percent say that 
they ask effectively. Many of their responses imply they wonder 
why the others do not ask when given the opportunity.

What’s the bottom line? 
You stop yourself from making better requests and getting better 
results. From my experience, backed by our research, I can tell 
you that you are getting in your own way. Instead, you need to 
feel the fear—and then ask anyway.

Be the first to ask.
Imagine sitting in the studio audience of The Tonight Show with 
then-host Jay Leno. Jay comes out before the taping and asks for 
questions from the audience. Surprisingly, he picks you to ask 
him a question first. This happened to me. I had two questions: 
first, I asked about his job, and then I was going to ask for a 
picture with him on the stage. 

Jay responded to my first question. Before I could ask for my 
picture, he turned and answered another woman’s question. She 
asked for what I really wanted, a picture with him. As she made 
her way to the stage, Jay turned back at me. He said, “That’s what 
you wanted to ask for, isn’t it? A picture.” I nodded and started 
rising from my chair. He gestured for me to stay seated. Shaking 
his head, he said words I’ll never forget: “Sorry. You didn’t ask. 
She did.” 

Thinking about that day still gives me a sinking feeling. 
Instead of asking for what I really wanted first, I delayed and put 
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unnecessary effort into finding out information I didn’t need. I’m 
not alone in failing to ask for what I really wanted. Our study 
showed that one-third of people wanted to ask for something 
big but didn’t. They waited to ask for a raise, a promotion, mov-
ing expenses, and even spending money in college. Later, they 
saw someone else get what they wanted. Like me, they thought 
about making that request, but didn’t follow through or waited 
to get more information. 

Do your own asking. 
When our daughter, Taylor, was four, we took her to a school 
carnival. There she spotted the face-painting booth and told us, 
“I want my face painted. I want a butterfly.” My husband, Gregg, 
said, “Great. Here’s a ticket. Go ask them for what you want. Your 
mom and I will wait.” Taylor had a different idea. She wanted 
us to ask the booth volunteers for her. After much protesting 
and pleading on her part, my husband bent down. He looked  
her straight in the eye and told her, “Mommy and I don’t want 
our faces painted. We don’t want a butterfly. You do. If you want 
your face painted, you have to ask. We’ll be here watching. You 
will be OK.” 

Reluctantly, Taylor walked over to the booth. When her face 
was painted, she skipped back to us. Taylor was happy about 
her purple and pink butterfly and proud of herself for asking. 
She spent the rest of the night asking for what she wanted at 
other booths. Although it would have been easy for us to ask on 
her behalf, our preschooler learned a valuable lesson that many 
adults struggle with: you have to do your own asking.

Asking is not a task to be delegated or avoided. You can’t wait 
for someone to recognize that you deserve better or to speak 
for you. When I practiced law, I strongly negotiated and made 
requests for others. Rarely, though, did I ask for what I needed 
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or really wanted. Although I acted in the best interests of my 
clients, my attempts to avoid looking greedy or self-absorbed 
were not in my best interest. Honestly, people would have been 
delighted to help me if I had asked. My clients received great 
results. However, my failure to ask blocked me from possibilities 
that were appropriate and attainable for me. 

Ask outside your comfort zone. 
My first months in law school were miserable. Those days, I 
questioned my intelligence and decision to attend. Worse, I sat 
in classrooms with other students who appeared to understand 
the lectures. Many of my peers would nod intelligently. A few 
offered comments to show their grasp of the material. 

My classroom strategy was different from that of those con-
fident legal scholars. My plan was to hide my ignorance, avoid 
drawing attention to myself, and hope the professors didn’t call 
on me to answer questions. 

There was additional pressure to stay silent. Some of my peers 
reacted negatively to a student brave enough to ask “stupid” 
questions. This elite group would smirk. They rolled their eyes 
and shook their heads at the student’s ignorance. The conde-
scending looks created a chilling effect. Each day, I was afraid 
of professional embarrassment before I was a legal professional. 
So I hid, took copious notes, and prayed for enlightenment that 
never came. 

One day in my contracts class I felt particularly frustrated 
and confused. After an internal debate, I decided it would be 
more expensive and embarrassing to fail law school than to ask 
a question. Timidly, I raised my hand and asked our professor 
about the concept of “promissory estoppel.” 

Guess what? He was happy to answer. He said it was “a fairly 
common question.” With his explanation, the concept wasn’t 
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confusing at all. After a month of sitting silently, avoiding eye 
contact, and feeling intimidated, asking a question finally helped 
me grasp a legal concept. Understanding was a tremendous 
relief. The results of stretching outside my comfort zone out-
weighed the embarrassment. A few professors became mentors 
once they saw I was interested in understanding the law. Sur-
prisingly, I formed friendships with other confused classmates 
and several upper-level students. As an added benefit, I found 
that upper-classmen can tell you about professors and share 
notes from their first year.

Yes, comments and jokes were made regarding my “stupid” 
questions and lack of intelligence. Know what? None of those 
snickering students had the power to give me a grade, grant me 
an internship, or pay my bills. Once unleashed, I began asking 
all the time. Outrageously, I asked two famous authors to attend 
receptions at our law school and speak for free when they came 
to our university. Guess what? Both feminist Gloria Steinem 
and Sarah Weddington, a former member of the Texas House 
of Representatives, agreed to my request. Asking questions and 
being vulnerable helped me make better grades, rank higher in 
my class, and land a job when I completed law school. 

How does a preschooler’s reluctance to approach a carnival 
booth or a law student’s fear of asking questions relate to you? 
Turns out the answer is plenty. Asking outrageously feels intim-
idating and uncomfortable to the person making the request. 
Many of us stop ourselves before asking because the request 
doesn’t feel safe. We are concerned about what others think of 
us or how prepared we are. 

You don’t know what you don’t know.
Elaine Morris, the business coach I hired to help me grow my 
law practice, asked me a question years ago. “We’ve doubled your 
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revenue. You spend more time with your family, yet you still don’t 
seem happy. If you could do more of anything, without worrying 
about money, what would it be?” I answered that I loved present-
ing at conferences and the training I did for free. She replied, 
“You know, people get paid good money for that, right?” No, I 
didn’t. I thought only teachers and professors were paid to teach. 
I figured the rest of the experts spoke for free to get more clients. 
Elaine sent me to the National Speakers Association. There, I 
met several professionals who had transitioned from other areas 
of business including law and now made a living by presenting, 
writing, and speaking. 

How can you know someone’s answer to a 
question you haven’t asked? 

Don’t assume you know their answer.
Years ago, I called a publisher to complain about a leadership 
program. I was transferred several times and finally was for-
warded to “a leader who would be able to help fix my issue.” 
After resolving the issue, he asked why a lawyer was interested 
in a leadership and communication program. During our con-
versation, we discussed my transition from practicing law to cre-
ating executive development programs. Before we hung up, I 
“outrageously” asked if he ever needed new authors. 

Let’s be clear. The request wasn’t inappropriate or rude. How-
ever, it was outrageous for me because it was outside my concept 
of the norm. Asking the editor of a publishing house is not the 
traditional way books are submitted for consideration. I know 
you’re not supposed to call up an editor and propose a book. There 
is a format to submit a proposal. And yet I asked even though I 
knew better. 
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Your comfort zone does not define how someone will respond 
to your request. My request was simply another question to the 
editor. Yet this outrageous ask gave me an outrageous outcome. 
This one request led to a published book and then several others. 
That conversation and the relationships that resulted from that 
one request became key to launching an executive development 
company and my professional speaking career twenty years ago. 
Imagine the power you could have if you felt the fear and asked 
anyway, without worrying or questioning yourself. 

Be courageous.
The fearless have no problem asking. Our son, Parker, has always 
been a master at making requests. Once, while waiting at a 
restaurant, we turned around to find him missing. A few frantic 
minutes later, we saw him sitting in the restaurant eating pizza 
with a family who had a boy his age. When we went to reclaim 
our son, we asked how the two boys knew each other. School? 
Church? Scouts? “Nope.”  The mom laughed. “We just met 
Parker. He asked if he could join us and told us he was hungry.” 

As an adult and accountant-to-be, Parker continues his fear-
less requests. He asked his wife, Victoria, to marry him at a con-
cert. More precisely, he asked her in the middle of the concert … 
by singing a solo to her … from the stage … in front of a packed 
auditorium, including several of his friends and a live-streamed 
audience. There’s more to his outrageous request. A few days 
prior to the event, he asked the conductor and the band if he 
could interrupt their concert and propose by singing his favorite 
song. Oh, and could they learn the music to accompany him? 
Thankfully, the outcome was good. The band agreed. And she 
said yes. 

Do you know people who ask all the time, without hesita-
tion? Watch them. They may be young children who wear you 
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down with their questions until you say yes. Maybe they are 
friends, a significant other, or a salesperson. Perhaps they run 
their own businesses, are decision makers in associations, work 
as service providers, or request funds on behalf of non-profit 
organizations. They regularly ask outside most people’s comfort zone, 
and they often get what they want. 

Remember to ask. 
Conducting the research for this book required an outrageous 
ask from me. It was ten days before the meeting with the pub-
lisher and two weeks before my TEDxSMU talk on this topic. 
During both presentations, I was presenting the final findings 
of our Ask Outrageously Study. The problem was that we hadn’t 
reached our goal of 800 research responses. After three months, 
562 participants had given us great suggestions, but that total fell 
short of the sampling size I wanted. Unlike the past two studies 
for books I had written, this survey was not gaining ground and 
time was running out. 

Finally, I posted my issue in a social media group. Putting all 
pride aside, I asked my female speaking colleagues what actions 
they would take to hit the 800 goal. And I confessed I had only 
a short time frame. Can you guess what question they asked me?

Yep. They wanted to know, “Have you just asked?” Honestly, 
my answer was no. Consider the irony for a moment. I was 
speaking and writing about how to ask outrageously, yet I hadn’t 
asked others for help. My friends told me what I tell others: ask 
people directly for their help. Don’t try to provide information 
and value first. Lose the fluff. Don’t hide the request. Instead, just 
ask for what you really want.

In a matter of minutes, one of my speaking friends had 
drafted a sample request for me. She told me to tag friends and 
ask them to tag ten of their friends. Even though I didn’t want 
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to bother people and I felt uncomfortable asking, I took a breath 
and posted my request. And then I witnessed the power of ask-
ing outrageously in action. Within days we hit the 800 mark and 
then unbelievably 1,000. A week later, we closed down the study 
with 1,163. My being a little vulnerable and asking more than 
doubled the results. 

For years, I’ve watched myself, my clients, and people I love 
fail to ask or settle for less than we wanted. So, I started probing 
and did the research.

I wrote this book on how to ask outrageously because:
■■ I was curious and furious that the people I care about often 

go overlooked and unrewarded for their efforts and tal-
ents. I wanted to correct misconceptions about why their 
requests don’t get a positive response and to help them 
focus on what really matters.

■■ I wanted to acknowledge those who taught me the power 
of being courageous, outrageous, and stretching outside my 
comfort zone. I also needed reminding of the power that 
comes from being vulnerable and asking for help.

■■ I wished that this book had existed years ago for me to 
read. Knowing how to request without reservation would 
have saved me thousands of dollars. The energy I spent 
could have been used in much more productive ways. 
Asking outrageously would have helped me avoid years of 
uncertainty, self-doubt, and the headaches resulting from 
trial and error. 

■■ I learned through the years that leaders, mentors, and 
coaches want to help people they lead. They care about 
people’s growth and development and about achieving suc-
cess. (Outrageous Request Alert : How much more effective 
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could your people be if they understood how to ask? What 
would be possible if you gave a copy of this book to all 
those you manage and influence?)

I hope the strategies and insights will shortcut your learning. 
It’s important to know you can dramatically improve your abil-
ity to make requests. Also, I know you can influence not only 
your situation but create opportunities for others in a way only 
you can. 

Ask Outrageously! 
Linda
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How to Get Outrageous Results 
from This Book

Define “Outrageous”
According to Merriam-Webster, “outrageous” means “Exceed-
ing the limits of what is usual … Not conventional or matter-
of-fact: fantastic.”

For the purposes of this book, “ask outrageously” is defined 
as making a request outside your comfort zone. There is a dif-
ference between outrageous and obnoxious. Nowhere will you 
see a suggestion to be negative or deceitful, or to take advantage 
of others. Instead, people who ask outrageously are surprised by 
the positive outcomes and relationships that result from request-
ing more than usual. 

Where did this idea begin?
Years ago, a client asked me to work with a group of high- 
level sales professionals. He was frustrated with several poor 
performers who argued, made excuses, and refused to ask clients 
to consider the company’s new product. Fed up, my client and 
I decided to create an “asking” contest. We added an extra hour 
to their lunch, split them into small groups, gave each group 
$20, and sent them to an upscale mall next to the resort. Their 
challenge was simple: “Go ask for more and report your results 
to the group.” 

When the teams displayed their results, the difference was 
shocking. One group opted out and went to a bar. Another 
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group added $10 of its own money and took advantage of a 
cosmetics promotion. One group purchased a buy-one-get-one-
free offer for a dinner and increased their amount to $40. The 
last two groups returned with items totaling well over $100. 
By asking for samples, discounts, and freebies, they creatively 
out-requested their peers. (Guess which two groups had the 
better sales professionals and were highly successful with the 
new product that year.)  

The challenge has been refined. Although many of the 
reported results are small, some are remarkable. Under a short 
deadline with few guidelines other than “go ask and report your 
results,” attendees at all levels in a variety of professions achieved 
outrageous outcomes. For example, they: 

■■ Asked for and were granted raises and promotions. 
■■ Asked and repaired or elevated personal relationships.
■■ Asked and created a new business or established new lines 

of business. 
■■ Asked for and received goods and services they could not 

otherwise afford.
■■ Asked for and recovered debt or reduced business expenses. 
■■ Asked for and were given real estate property, including a 

house and a building.
With additional training, tools, and coaching, people continued 
to ask and received outcomes that surpassed anyone’s expec-
tations. Most of them credited their successes to new insights 
about communicating powerfully and being challenged to ask 
outrageously. 

If You Have No Difficulties Asking, Do You Need This Book? 
You may be among the 20 percent who say that they are already 
very good at asking and get what they want most of the time. 
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Perhaps you are thinking something like the following: 
■■ “I already know how to ask for what I want and I usually 

get it.”
■■ “Really? People don’t ask for things? What’s their prob-

lem?” 
■■ “What’s the bottom line? I have work to get done.”

You know how to identify and approach those with authority. 
And when it comes to asking, you have no fear. At times, you 
push the envelope with your requests. You may even treat asking 
as a challenge or game. You get great results and have a proven 
track record. If you have no difficulties asking, here are a few 
reasons to continue reading: 

■■ You lead others. You can’t determine why your people won’t 
simply ask for a sale, close a deal, ask for a discount, or fix 
an ongoing problem.

■■ Someone you care about won’t address a conflict, talk to 
a leader, ask for a raise, solve an issue, or get what they 
deserve. 

■■ You received feedback that people don’t always relate to, 
connect with, or trust you. Perhaps you’ve heard you are too 
tough on others, or you’ve received feedback about improv-
ing collaboration, growing your people, or forming better 
internal or external relationships. 

■■ Agreements you thought were made and understood aren’t. 
You can’t let down your guard. You need to monitor details 
and watch people to make sure they uphold their commit-
ments and promises. 

■■ You know others could be more forthcoming, creative, 
or helpful. Yet you feel as if you are making all the effort 
with people who aren’t supportive and don’t care as much 
as you do. 
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Lead Others to Ask sections are found at the end of every 
chapter immediately before the Outrageous Reviews. Leaders 
may want to see the Outrageous Reviews at the end of each 
chapter as an executive summary complete with tools to help 
you implement. 

After reading this book, you will be better prepared to deter-
mine when and what to ask. You will be exposed to the best ways 
to request what you want at work and in life with confidence 
and integrity. This book provides steps to reach breakthrough 
results and ask for more than you believe possible.
What’s in the book?
This book provides proven principles and ideas to help you show 
up powerfully and ask outrageously. These strategies and recom-
mendations are supported by my more than twenty-five years’ 
experience making high-stakes requests and helping people. 
Included are secrets and insights to help you understand the 
“why” behind some people’s actions.

Each chapter offers engaging questions and actionable tips 
to help you get started. Instead of theories or philosophical 
ideas, you’ll learn specific techniques and find tools to help 
you remember what to do under pressure. There are checklists 
to assist you in preparing and suggested conversations with 
scripted language to help you ask with confidence and in a way 
that makes people listen. 

Scenarios. In the pages that follow, you’ll find reports of the 
asking challenge, client stories, and other short, real-world ex-
amples of people who asked for and received more than they 
thought they deserved. In some cases, the names or details have 
been changed to protect the innocent (and the guilty), but the 
facts and outcomes are real and repeatable. 
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Ask Outrageously Study. Throughout this book, you’ll see ref-
erences to a study on how people ask and what holds them back. 
That study, conducted electronically over a four-month period, 
was designed to collect information about how people make 
requests. Respondents were given the option to take the sur-
vey anonymously. Their answers were insightful and reflected 
the difficulty most people have in making requests. Participants 
reported no significant differences in making personal and pro-
fessional requests. Many provided encouragement to others to 
ask more powerfully and to receive better results. 

The 1,163 survey participants came from professions within 
twenty-one occupational categories in a wide variety of indus-
tries (see Figure 1). The most common professional fields par-
ticipating in the research were sales, marketing, and public 
relations—fields in which practitioners earn a living making 
requests. 
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The survey contained a mix of open-ended and multiple 
choice (single- and multiple-select) questions with an ability 
to provide optional comments. Survey responses are presented 
throughout the book in the form of graphs, respondent quotes, 
descriptions, suggestions, and experiences woven into scenar-
ios. Unless otherwise designated, mentions of research, study 
findings, and survey participants refer to the Ask Outrageously 
Study. Full results are available at AskOutrageously.com. 
Quotes. Unless otherwise indicated, italicized text indicates 
quotes provided by participants in the Ask Outrageously Study 
as well as feedback from our program participants, audience 
members, and clients. 
Outrageous Review. At the end of each chapter, you’ll find an 
executive summary with highlights of the chapter. You can read 
the entire book and look at the summaries later as reference. If 
you prefer, skim through the book using the reviews and explore 
just the sections that interest you now. 
Smart Asks. At the end of the chapters you’ll find questions to 
help you ask with more confidence and have fewer regrets.
Ask List. Task lists are so last decade. Instead, add these out-
rageous asks to your to-do list. All of these requests are safe 
and proven to upgrade your results. When you practice asking 
outside your comfort zone, you prove to yourself that you can be 
more successful by asking outrageously.  Accept these challenges 
to become a master of requests. 
Secret Success Tools. In addition, you have access to supporting 
resources on the website AskOutrageously.com. Use these tips, 
materials, and tools to dramatically improve your requests.
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Lead Others to Ask. A twist on the often-recommended “Ask 
to Lead,” this section contains suggestions for developing the 
people you supervise, mentor, or coach to ask more powerfully. 
These techniques help you delegate request making. They are 
designed to address the question “I’m great at making requests. 
How do I coach others to ask and get the results I do?”

Take the Assessment. Before reading further, please take the 
free assessment How Well Do You Ask? on page 18. You can 
also take the assessment online at AskOutrageously.com. The 
online version will direct you to additional tools.

If you think you already ask outrageously, the results will 
either confirm or challenge your perception. Now, are you ready 
for an outrageous request, or if you prefer, a dare? See if you are 
as good at asking as you think you are. Take the assessment. The 
results may surprise you.

Using proven strategies, you can dramatically improve your 
ability to be heard, to be seriously considered, and to influence 
powerfully. 

Are you ready to be a smart ask and maximize your results? 
Great! Read on to ask outrageously! 
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Assessment: How Well Do You Ask?
For each statement, choose rating that best reflects your cur-
rent negotiating skill level. If you would rate yourself differently 
between work and home, select the lower rating. Then add up all 
the ratings for your total score.
Use this scale for rating: 
1 = Never 2 = Rarely 3 = Sometimes 4 = Usually 5 = Always

Currently when I ask, I … Rating

Boldly request what I really want without fear or hesitation. 
Nothing stops or blocks me from asking.

Make requests benefiting me with the same passion and 
confidence I make requests on behalf of others.

Know people like and respect me. They trust my motives 
and know I honor my word. They willingly support our 
agreement even if I’m not present.

Ask the right person, in the right way, and easily tailor my 
approach no matter whom I encounter. I am not intimidat-
ed by another’s title, role, or experience.

Know my request is appropriate, even if the request is un-
popular, untried, or a new concept. I am certain the person 
I ask has the ability to approve my requests.

Remain calm and in control despite others’ reactions, nega-
tive behavior, or responses including no. I am fully prepared 
to deal with any tricks or unfair tactics.

Regularly receive results that exceed what I wanted or 
thought possible. I am completely satisfied with my out-
comes and confident I leave nothing on the table.

Total score:  ______________
35 = You get what you really want and what everyone else wants too!
28–34 = You usually get what you want.
21–27 = You sometimes get what you want and sometimes not.
13–20 = You want to get a whole lot more.
7–13 = You seldom get what you want and wonder why.
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One

Proof You Should 
Ask Outrageously

There is magic in asking. The people with the best results are 
those who have the courage to feel the fear and ask anyway. They 
win more by being willing to push the envelope. They learn to 
ask for a little more and explore possibilities. They become more 
comfortable with taking risks and even hearing no.

People in history—from politicians to rock stars to Nobel 
Peace Prize winners—have had great success making outra-
geous requests. Having the courage to ask creates unbelievable 
results. A simple request can challenge injustice in the name 
of human dignity, generate significant medical advancements, 
create new ways of doing business, and impact communities. 
Consider these historic requests.

Rosa Parks asked, “Why do I have to sit at the back of the 
bus?” and her request led to changing racial segregation laws 
to protect the rights of all citizens regardless of race. 
Louis Pasteur asked, “What causes wine to sour?”—a request 
that led to the discovery of how to destroy bacteria, which 
evolved into pasteurization technology to keep food safe. 
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Mary-Ellis Bunim and Jonathan Murray asked MTV, “Can 
we create an unscripted television show that follows the life 
of strangers in a house?” The result led to The Real World and 
the genre of reality TV. (Arguably, some results are more 
notable than others.)

Outrageous Outcomes
There is a snowball effect when you begin to ask outrageously. 
What may be a simple request often grows into several requests. 
Asking can evolve into negotiations involving bigger stakes than 
you thought possible. 

Want a secret only those who make high-stakes requests 
know? Asking outrageously feels the same, no matter the dollar 
amount or the consequences. The adrenaline rush, the fear, the 
excitement, the quickening heartbeat, the change in breathing, 
and the concentrated attention feel the same. And people who 
ask outrageously receive unbelievable results in all areas of their 
lives. Often, the most meaningful outcomes are personal ones. 

After years of no communication, I called my son and apologized. 
I asked if we could start over. He let me speak to my grandson for 
the first time. My grandson is four years old. 
I asked my boyfriend when he thought we should get married. He 
proposed the next week. He had paid for the ring six months ago 
but didn’t think I was ready and was waiting.
I asked my parents if I could borrow the money to make a down 
payment on a house. Instead of loaning it to me, they gave me the 
money. They had wanted to help me but didn’t know how. I’d still 
be living in an apartment if I hadn’t asked.

Other outrageous outcomes begin with requests that are busi-
ness related: 
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I asked my partners if they were willing to expand by opening an 
office in San Antonio or Austin. They agreed and we opened offices 
in both cities. 
After seventeen years of thinking about it, I approached  physi-
cians in other medical practices. I asked if they were interested 
in how we handled our back office and our methods for collecting 
payments. That request led to an entirely new business, which has 
generated millions of dollars.
In the past, a supplier and I did a lot of business together, but we 
had a falling out. I went to her booth on the trade show floor and 
asked if we could put our grievances aside and do business again. 
We just filled our largest order yet.
During a break in the negotiations seminar, I went into the hall 
and made a call to ask for a reduction in our medical equipment 
rental fees. We now are paying 30 percent less for the same equip-
ment. I locked down the price for the next three years, and it only 
took one phone call. 

What’s Difficult about Asking?
More than 96 percent of those surveyed said they could have 
improved their results by asking for a little bit more or by taking 
more of a risk (see Figure 2). Almost a third said they could have 
increased their results by at least 50 percent. According to the 
study, the top reasons people hold back or don’t ask are:

■■ I will frustrate or bug the person I’m asking.
■■ I will use the wrong words.
■■ I will embarrass myself or look stupid.
■■ I will be told no.

This self-monitoring and reluctance to ask prevents you from 
receiving results well within your grasp. And “overwhelm or bug 
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the person I’m asking” ranks as significantly more difficult than 
“be told no.” Seems odd, right? People would rather be told no 
than feel they are bothering someone to get what they want. 

The Ask Outrageously Study reveals people are worried about 
the wrong things. For instance, people think their requests are 
denied because:

■■ The other person lacks all the information needed.
■■ The timing is wrong. 
■■ The person I’m asking doesn’t want to spend the money. 

Actually, the top two reasons people report saying no when 
approached are that the person making the request: 

■■ Is asking for something that is inappropriate.
■■ Is someone I don’t like, respect, or trust.

News flash: We are focusing on the wrong things. The research 
shows that there is no correlation between why people say no 
and why people think they are told no. Most people don’t know 
the true reasons that their requests have been denied. 
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The primary reason people say no is when a person “is asking 
for something inappropriate” (with 36 percent reporting it as 
the primary reason). However, when given the opportunity to 
select “inappropriate” as a reason their requests are denied, only 
4 percent of people thought it was the answer. (See Figure 4.) 
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To further support this disparity, 31 percent of respondents 
report saying no if they “don’t like, trust, or respect” the person 
making the request. However, only 5 percent of people think 
that they’re told no because the people they’ve asked “don’t like 
or respect me.” 

The study also showed 79 percent of people feel more confi-
dent and prepared when they have all the information needed. 

What a tremendous disconnect between perception and real-
ity! What good is preparing with all the information needed 
when you are asking the wrong person for the wrong thing? 
How does all that research data help when the person you ask 
doesn’t like, respect, or trust you? 

What are the consequences of not asking? 
Not getting what you want or living with outcomes determined 
by someone else is draining. Patiently waiting for someone to 
recognize your talents or give you a break is frustrating for you 
and those around you.  You miss out when you don’t ask. Do any 
of these situations seem familiar?

■■ You’ve seen a promotion or your dream job handed to 
someone without your credentials or experience.

■■ A coworker is given opportunities to travel or be involved 
in a project you would love to do.

■■ You decide a person is too popular or good-looking to date 
someone like you. And that person ends up dating one of 
your nerdy friends.

■■ A friend receives a better hotel room or an upgraded air-
plane seat. You took what you were assigned. 

■■ Someone else makes a major life decision for you without 
consulting you. 
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Not making requests works to your disadvantage in other 
ways too. When you repeatedly consider making a request and 
fail to ask, you send the message that you are satisfied. You sig-
nal that you’re not ready to move forward right now. It’s like 
preparing for a journey and stopping just steps away from your 
destination. Here’s what some of the survey respondents said 
about their reluctance to ask.

I wish I had the courage, but being told no cripples me.
Ninety percent of the time I’d rather go without than to ask for a 
favor.
I was taught to be happy with what I have.
By not following through with your request, you never know 

for sure what is possible. And the people with authority to grant 
or deny your request have no idea of your preparation or desire 
to have something different. By not asking, you’ve removed that 
person’s chance to consider your request and give you an answer.

Asking is a brave act.

What if you were brave?
Asking outrageously requires vulnerability and giving up some 
control. Sometimes you have to risk looking stupid or hear-
ing the word “no.” The best results come from minimizing the  
unknowns, structuring the elements you can control, and then 
simply having the courage to make your request. 

If you are worn out from thinking about requests you don’t 
make, tired of just accepting what you are given, and ready to 
improve your results, you might want to try asking for what you 
really do want. 
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Top Ten Reasons to Ask Outrageously

1. Shockingly good outcomes. It’s not unusual for people to 
ask for something they feel is outrageous and then report 
the person on the receiving end wasn’t shocked at all by the 
request. Often the person asked is delighted to help or won-
dered why the request wasn’t made sooner. 

2. Evidence of passion. When you clearly show your inter-
est, it is contagious. People will know you are engaged and 
invested in getting better results. By asking, you indicate that 
you know what you want, are ready for a change, and want 
to achieve big goals. 

3. Powerful appearance. People who make bold requests 
improve their chances of being heard. By asking powerful 
questions, you improve your ability to influence and show 
confidence, no matter what the subject. 

If I Were Brave

The lyrics from the song “If I Were Brave” by Jana Stanfield 
and Jimmy Scott describe the courage it takes to ask outside 
your comfort zone:

What if we’re all meant to do what we secretly dream? 
What would you ask if you knew you could have anything?... 
If I refuse to listen to the voice of fear 
Would the voice of courage whisper in my ear 
What would I do today if I were brave? 

You can download this song for free at AskOutrageously.
com. (Reproduced by permission of Jana Stanfield and Jimmy 
Scott.)
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4. Receive an answer. By asking, you obtain a reply, even if it’s 
“no” or “not yet.” With an answer to your request, you can 
adjust, adapt, and move ahead. You can save time, resources, 
and mental effort. Most importantly, you stop wondering 
what could be if only you had the courage to ask. 

5. Build trust. When you request what you want up front, peo-
ple stop searching for your hidden agenda. Others want to 
help you more because they trust you more. 

6. Level the playing field. Asking questions helps decrease any 
real or perceived power imbalances. Instead of accepting 
what is presented, asking questions lets people know you do 
your homework and are prepared to debate if needed. 

7. Avoid wasting time. Asking allows you to avoid spending 
time with the wrong people. You’ll quickly determine who 
can and will assist you in achieving the outcomes you want. 

8. Receive more than requested. When you find the courage to 
ask outside your comfort zone, you discover the limitations 
you imagined aren’t always real. Asking allows you to maxi-
mize the possibilities and gives you more options. 

9. Feel fantastic. Perhaps the most remarkable result is how 
people feel after they ask. When you feel the fear and ask 
anyway, you gain confidence and a greater sense of worth. 

10. Earn respect. People enjoy dealing with others who encour-
age them to think bigger. People with high potential want 
leadership models who successfully take risks, impact others, 
make effective decisions, and exceed expectations.  
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Make Asking a Habit
Condition yourself to ask outside your comfort zone on a regu-
lar basis. Start with safe requests. Ask for more in your personal 
life and watch your results improve in business too. And get 
comfortable with the word “no.” In fact, if you are not hearing 
no, you are probably not asking for enough. Keep asking until 
you get the no. 

When you concentrate on making requests as a habit, asking 
becomes second nature. If you can become more comfortable 
asking everywhere, you’ll ask when it really counts. In the heat 
of a big request, you will achieve results others can’t conceive at 
the time. Stay open to receiving results that surpass your greatest 
expectations. 

Lead Others to Ask
Ask the people you are leading or coaching to take the free 
assessment “How Well Do You Ask?” (page 18) or online at 
AskOutrageously.com. Review the results of their assessment 
and the Top Ten Reasons to Ask Outrageously (page 26). Ask 
them,  “Where would you like to focus on asking for more?” 
“What reasons resonated the most with you?” and “What results 
would be possible if asking became a habit?”  

Outrageous Review
■■ Simple questions in history have led to outrageous out-

comes. 
■■ Most people don’t ask. They wish they had the nerve to ask 

for something big but don’t ask or settle for something safe. 
They wait too long to ask and watch someone else ask and 
get what they really wanted. They feel stuck when it is time 
to move on or advance.
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■■ There is a disconnect between why people think they are 
told no and why they are actually told no. The success of 
your request is not just about gathering more information, 
timing, and funds. 

■■ Your precise word choice, fear of bothering someone, or 
looking foolish should not be your primary concerns. 

■■ Improve your outcomes by focusing on the real reasons 
people are told no, which are 1) the request is inappropri-
ate; and 2) the person being asked doesn’t like, respect, or 
trust the person making the request.

■■ You can increase your wins and improve your results by ask-
ing outside your comfort zone. When you concentrate on 
making requests as a habit, asking becomes second nature. 

Smart Asks
■■ What would I ask for if I were brave? 
■■ What am I unsatisfied with at work or home? 
■■ When I fail to ask, what message am I sending?
■■ How can I develop trust and respect from the person I’m 

asking?

Ask List
■■ If you haven’t taken the assessment “How Well Do You 

Ask?” (page 18), please take it now. Then look at the results 
to determine your current skill level. 

■■ Look through the “Top Ten Reasons to Ask Outrageously” 
(page 26). Identify the top two reasons that resonate with 
you. 

Secret Success Tools
Download the song “If I Were Brave” by Jana Stanfield and 
Jimmy Scott for free at AskOutrageously.com.



If you enjoy this excerpt… 
consider becoming a member of the reader 
community on our website!  
 
Click here for sign-up form.  Members automatically get 10% off 
print, 30% off digital books.  

http://bit.ly/pdfsignup
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